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Sentryline - M® Wire Rope Terminal End Installation Checklist

KEEPING
NZ SAFE

Project/Job Number:

Location:

Client/Asset Owner:

Principal Contractor:

Installer:

Installed by: Date

Inspected by: Date

Item Y N

Site soil conditions checked and appropriate anchor foundation installed to suit.

Ground is level and the Ground Base Frame does not protrude more than 100mm when 
measured using a 1500mm cord along its centreline.

The M20 nuts holding the Ground Base Frame to the foundation are spanner tight.

At least one thread is showing above the nuts holding the Ground Base Frame to the 
foundation.

The 3mm thick steel round washer and M24 Nut has been used to fix the anchor cables to the 
upstream end of the Ground Base Frame.

The elongated slots in the Strut are positioned in the correct orientation. Longer slot is located 
towards the Deflection post.

The anchor cables are firmly held in the body of the anchor plates on the Ground Base Frame 
and the M24 nuts at the upstream end of the ground strut are spanner tight.

The plastic socket for Transition Line Posts are cast in correctly and a rebar ring is positioned 
100mm down from the top for all Transition Line Posts.

All posts are spaced as per the construction drawings.

Posts are installed with slot orientation consistent for entire length of the terminal end.

All Transition Line Posts have been installed in the correct sequence.

An o-ring seal is positioned on all Transition Line Posts at the top of the socket.

TLP6 has a plastic cap inserted in the top.

Three Transition Line Posts, TLP6 have four aluminium Half Ties installed in the upright position, 
TLP5 has no cables ties, Transition line posts TLP1, TLP2, TLP3 and TLP4 have four Half Ties 
installed in the side slots in the upside-down position.


